Choose your homework from the menu below. You must complete the starter, and choose one task from both the
main (minimum task list) and dessert menus every half term. The ‘chilli rating’ suggests the level of difficulty and
challenge of each task. You should complete at least one ‘flaming hot’ task every term. Always re-read the
homework guidance and expectations on the website before you begin. The extension ideas can be used to stretch
and challenge your work further.
Learn all of your spellings for Spelling Bee Challenge at the end of this half term.

Chilli Rating

Minimum Task
List 7 different strengths of feelings from
melancholy to very angry and illustrate
the facial expressions to show each
feeling.
Create a poster to show 3 different types
of ways to transfer your weight in
gymnastics.

Find out 10 facts about the Scots and
Anglo-Saxons and present them in an
interesting fashion.

Chilli Rating

Extension Ideas
Can you write a story about anger
using adverbs, past progressive
tense and a preposition?
Create a sequence of 2 balances
using different parts of your body, 2
different ways of travelling and 2
ways to transfer weight from one
part of the body to another.
Can you write collate your 10 facts
into several paragraphs to produce
a page for a book about Scots and
Anglo-Saxons?

Minimum Task
Make a mechanical toy using a lever and linkage

Draw and colour a garden made from fruit and vegetables in the style of Carl
Warner.
List 2 Christian buildings that were influenced by the Anglo-Saxons and draw a
picture of one.
Research and help Links:
Scots and Anglo-Saxons - https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/topics/zxsbcdm
Levers and linkage – search Pinterest for simple lever and linkage toys
Carl Warner https://www.google.co.uk/search?safe=strict&rlz=1C1GGRV_enGB785GB785&biw=1280&bih=662&tbm=isch&sa=1
&ei=3kGQWtu5HJKZzwKDgYfoAw&q=carl+warner%27s+food+landscapes&oq=carl+warner&gs_l=psyab.1.6.0l10.43124.46857.0.51871.11.9.0.2.2.0.174.997.0j7.7.0....0...1c.1.64.psyab..2.9.1003...0i67k1.0.t0cjbuhv68U#imgrc=cNAgV4Ty4hg3bM:
Your work must be presented using joined up handwriting and all colouring in must be by pencil. For underlining you
must use a ruler.
Please be prepared to present your homework to the class.
Deadline to hand in completed homework:

On or before 29th March 2018

